GUIDE TO BOX
OF HOPE DRIVE
2022

A SIMPLE AND
EFFECTIVE INITIATIVE
THAT BRINGS JOY TO
THOUSANDS OF
CHILDREN.

WELCOME

Take a box, decorate it and fill it with new, useful, educational and fun items. It’s
that simple!
Thank you for your interest in Box of Hope. Each year, many companies enjoy the
rewarding experience of running their own box drive for Box of Hope. In 2021 we
delivered 33,521 boxes to Children in Hong Kong and Asia. This was one of our
biggest campaigns to date!
What started in 2008 as a simple project of two mums to teach their own children
the gift of giving is now a major event for school children and corporations across
Hong Kong. We hope that you and your colleagues will join us for our 2022 box
drive to help make this year even bigger than the last!
In 2022, we will commence packing and shipping operations on approximately 7th
of November and this will be the final deadline for receiving boxes from our
corporate partners.
We have put together this step-by-step guide to creating boxes and running a box
drive, and the following pages have been designed to be shared with all
participating colleagues. If you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to
visit our website and check out the corporate FAQs, or contact the corporate team
at corporates@boxofhope.org
With warm regards
Lisa Beattie, Sian Taylor and The Box of Hope team
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OUR MISSION

About Box of Hope
Box of Hope is about children helping children. We have two main aims: to
demonstrate to Hong Kong school children that their actions can directly help
less fortunate children and to spread a little joy to thousands of disadvantaged
children across Asia. And it all starts with an empty box or bag!
Box of Hope is a Hong Kong registered charity (Reg No: 91/9824
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR
BOX OF HOPE

Take a box, please use a cardboard box rather than a plastic one, decorate it, and
fill it with new, useful, educational and fun items. It is also possible and more
environmentally friendly to use a bag. It’s that simple! Most of the children that
receive a Box of Hope have never received a gift before.
Including NEW items from the list below will ensure that the gift box is not only
fun
and interesting but educational and useful. A great box will include 10-12 items,
with 2-3 items from each of the four following categories and could be suitable for
a boy or a girl.
All items must be NEW and please ensure that all boxes CONTAIN ESSENTIAL
HYGIENE ITEMS, especially toothbrush and toothpaste, which are particularly
important to our recipient children.
Each year we are desperately short of boxes for the older children 11+ and for the 02 year old age brackets. We would ask our corporate partner to tailor-make their
boxes to suit these ages groups and fill a very much needed gap.
Something fun or to love: rubix cube, playing cards, sport skipping rope, Tennis
ball or soft ball, Yo-yo, Games, Jigsaws, Musical instrument, lego for older children,
Cuddly toy, Finger puppets, Doll/Figures, Toys: Bricks, crafts, stickers
Essential hygiene items: Bar of soap, Toothbrush, Toothpaste, Hairbrush or Comb,
Facecloth
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR
BOX OF HOPE

Educational/Stationery Items: , Note books, diary, Exercise books for school work,
Pens, Pencils, Pencil sharpener Eraser, Post-it notes, maths set, solar calculator,
Colouring book, Colouring pencils (with a sharpener!!)
Something to wear (not clothing): Hat, Sunglasses, Bracelets, Hairclips, Necklace
Badge/Pin Headband, water bottle
What NOT to include:
SECOND HAND ITEMS
FOOD or MEDICINE
CONFLICT RELATED ITEMS - toy guns, soldiers, knives
CLOTHING - other than hats and sunglasses
FRAGILE ITEMS - Glass containers, mirrors
LIQUIDS - of any kind including blow bubbles, shampoo, bubble bath, toiletry sets,
aerosols
Other points to note:
Boxes should contain a variety of items as described above, not one single,
larger item.
The box should be decorated, but not sealed entirely with wrapping paper as it
needs to be checked before being shipped.
As mentioned above, it is also possible to pack the items in a reusable bag - this
is a more sustainable and environmentally friendly option.
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EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO KNOW

Firstly you need to decide how to run your box drive – one of three ways:
1. Colleagues prepare their own gift boxes according to the list below and bring it
into the designated collection point(s).
2. Your organisation provides empty gift boxes for colleagues to fill and bring to
the designated collection point(s).
3. Your organisation accepts cash donations from colleagues to buy items for gift
the boxes and a team of colleagues create boxes from these donations.
Option 1 is the simplest form of box drive and the choice that most of our
corporate partners make.
When you have decided upon your approach...
Form a team to run the box drive for colleagues and nominate a contact
person who will liaise with Box of Hope. Please nominate just one colleague for
this role and advise us of their contact details via corporates@boxofhope.org.
Advertise your box drive
Use the posters and flyers provided by Box of Hope around your
organisation. These give all the information your colleagues need about
how to create your box.
Make periodic communications to colleagues to introduce them to Box of
Hope and remind them about the project and the deadlines.
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EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO KNOW

Provide new information with each communication to engage colleagues and
encourage them to participate. E.g. flyer, Box of Hope video, company totals
and engage managers in promoting the event to direct reports.
Preparing the logistics
Decide upon the internal drop-off point for boxes and advertise this to
colleagues. Choosing a prominent location will further reinforce the event to
colleagues. If collecting cash donations to create boxes, find a space suitable
at your premises for box creation.
Make arrangements for box checking and packing (see sections 6/7) and
identify a suitable space.
Arrange to deliver your boxes to us at our office in Central (exact address to
follow once our space is confirmed). Please deliver boxes to us by Monday 7th
November 2022.
If you are creating boxes from cash donations (ignore this section if choosing
option 1):
1. Source shoe boxes (contact us for further information if required).
2. Organise a team of buyers.
3. Buy items as listed on flyer and sticker. The best boxes are those suitable for
any age or gender.
4. Organise teams to fill boxes and label them as in the box-checking process.
These boxes should not need to be checked again.
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EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO KNOW

Checking the boxes you collect
1. Once you have collected boxes from colleagues, a designated person/persons
will to need to check them.
2. This involves making sure the gift boxes have all the required components (can
use the tick list on the sticker) and none of the disallowed items.
3. Put the box sticker on the checked box and mark it with the most appropriate
age group and gender of the recipient.
4. Let us know how many boxes you think you will collect so that we can then
provide stickers.
5. Arrange for a dedicated space – a room big enough for teams to work
comfortably while checking boxes.
6. If you have a lot of boxes, teams of 4-5 people working in shifts of around 2
hours works well.
7. Ensure you have spare wrapping paper, scissors and tape in case boxes need to
be re-wrapped.
Packing your boxes
1. Checked boxes should be aggregated into large packing cartons
2. On the outside of the carton mark the number of gift boxes contained inside,
the gender and the age range.
3. Arrange for the boxes to be delivered to us at our central office (we will send an
email confirming the full address once our space allocation is confirmed).
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FAQ'S

How do I run a box drive for colleagues?
Invite your colleagues to create a Box of Hope by themselves or with their
families. Use our promotional flyer to inform your colleagues on how to create
their box.
Can colleagues make a cash donation instead of donating a box?
Some organisations give their colleagues the option to make a cash donation
instead of creating a box. The organisation collects the donations and may
either create boxes on behalf of their colleagues or send a cash donation to Box
of Hope.
Can we donate cash directly to Box of Hope to create boxes on our behalf?
No. Box of Hope is run entirely by volunteers and doesn’t have the resources to
put boxes together on behalf of organisations. However, Box of Hope gratefully
accepts cash donations to contribute towards its running costs – please contact
us for more details.
How long should I run my box drive for?
We suggest running your box drive for a maximum of 2-3 weeks, finishing in
time for you to get your boxes to us by drop off date.
Boxes
What size should my box be?
The best size of box is one that is approximately 18cm (w) x 30cm (l) x 13cm (h).
You may not be able to fit all your items into a smaller box, whilst a larger one
may end up looking empty.
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FAQ'S

Where can I obtain boxes?
Many Hong Kong shoe/sports stores will gladly give away their unwanted
boxes. Pre-decorated gift boxes can be bought at a variety of stationers and
discount stores in Hong Kong.
Does it have to be a shoe box?
Any kind of box with a lid of approximate dimensions as above is acceptable.
Alternatively you can place your items in a reusable shopping bag or a ruck
sack.
Does the lid of the box have to be removable?
The lid does not have to detach from the box but the box lid must be able to be
opened to allow checking for shipping purposes.
Should I decorate my box?
Yes. From our experience we know that the recipients treasure the box just as
much as the gifts inside it. We suggest wrapping the box and lid (separately) in
wrapping paper or buying a pre-decorated box.
Should I seal my box?
No, it may need to be checked for customs purposes, just secure the lid with an
elastic band. As mentioned above items can be packed into reusable bags.
What to Put in the Box
Can I put second-hand items in the box?
No. All items must be new please.
How many things should I put in my box?
Please try to include at least two items from the four categories stated above.
There is no maximum number of items – only as many as can fit in your box!
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FAQ'S

Should I make my box for a specific age or gender?
Each year we find the school children do not make enough boxesto meet the
demands of the charities for both teenagers (11+) and babies (0-2 years), we ask
our corporate partners to focus on these age groups. Please contact us if you
require a detailed list for these age groups.
Should I wrap the items in my box individually?
No, they may need to be checked for customs purposes.
Box Checking
Why are boxes checked?
We check all boxes to ensure that they do not contain any prohibited items and
meet customs regulations.
Can our colleagues volunteer to check boxes donated by school children?
Yes, please contact the corporate team for further details.
Can we check the boxes donated by our colleagues?
Yes, it is a great help to us if you can check your own boxes and put a sticker on
each one to indicate the age and gender of child for which it is most
appropriate. We kindly ask that any organisation donating over 100 boxes does
check their boxes before sending them to us.
Box Collections and Deliveries
Can you collect the boxes my organisation produces?
We kindly ask that our corporate participants arrange for boxes to be sent to us
at Exchange Square.
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FAQ'S

Where should I deliver my boxes to?
The Box of Hope sorting office, Central – more information to follow
Recipients
Can I attend the box delivery to the recipient?
Unfortunately not. Many of the children that receive our boxes are particularly
vulnerable and we need to respect their right to privacy.
Can I request the specific recipient of my boxes?
Unfortunately we are unable to accommodate this request. We have a list of
charities we give to on our website which will give you an idea of the children
who receive the boxes.
Who are your recipients?
Please see the charities page on our website for further details.
Please get in touch with Lisa Beattie at corporates@boxofhope.org if you have any
further questions.
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